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Buying woods
in France
Looking for a building plot in France
Stuart Anderson buys a woodland

W

French wildlife: the bloody-nosed
beetle (Timarcha tenebricosa)

Wild boar footprints (below)

e never intended to buy a wood. We’d
been searching for a plot for our
straw-bale house build with enough
land to accommodate some animals
when we came across 4.5ha (11 acres) of
woodland for sale. It was bundled up with an old
stone presbytery and a building plot neither of which
were interesting to us. When we found what we
were looking for, by happy coincidence just a couple
of kilometres away, we began to wonder whether
we could buy the wood as well.
It was a mixed plantation of sycamore, wild
cherry, American red oak and a slab of Corsican
pine with plenty of self-seeded ash, alder and goat
willow and much older trees in the hedges which
defined the original field boundaries. The price being
asked certainly wasn’t cheap but wasn’t outrageous
either. Gabrielle and I discussed ways in which the
wood could pay us back. Heating, for sure, but I
also dreamed of using our own timber to build with;
it’s amazing how one’s imagination can get carried
away with grand plans.
The deciding factor was when we realised that
each time when we went for a walk in the woods to
try to make our minds up, we ended up sporting
silly grins and feeling happy. It was time to talk
turkey, well, euros actually.
Late one morning, we met up with Gaëlle, the
estate agent, and the propriétaire, Monsieur
Thébault, a very short and quite elderly gentleman
sporting a stern expression that was about to get a
lot sterner. We went for a rudimentary tramp about,
somewhat hamstrung by the estate agent’s stiletto

heels and so I decided to come to the point and
posed a few questions about the wood.
We learnt that it had been assembled from fields
of arable and pasture purchased piecemeal over a
period of 16 years. In French law, one cannot
disinherit one’s children; land thus gets divided up
between siblings. Farmers are wont to swap fields
and the result is a patchwork of ownership. The first
trees had gone in the ground some 35 years ago,
yet the youngest were only 19 years old. Monsieur
Thébault, a retired wood merchant, had intended
the wood as an investment for the future but his son
had not followed him into the business, which was
why he was now selling. I judged that the time was
right to mention the price.

Discussing the price

What I now know is that, in France, and especially
when dealing with a distinguished and traditional
gent, one does not discuss the price directly but
should leave such negotiation to the agent: mistake
number one. Mistake number two was to confound
the French verb ‘baisser’ to lower, with ‘baiser, the
French version of our f-word. His face turned to
stone as the estate agent’s chin hit the ground. It
took a further three weeks of gentle coaxing from
the agent before he made a small gesture on the
price and the deal was agreed.
When buying property in France, a compromis de
vente is signed by both parties. It’s a promise to sell/
buy and, after a seven-day period of grace,
effectively becomes binding on both parties. If
you’re thinking of buying a property or land in
France there are some subtleties that you should
research first. About three months later everyone
meets up again in a notaire’s office for a laborious
read through and joint signing of every page to
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complete the sale. So now the wood was ours. As
with just about every aspect of our new lives in the
countryside, we were woodland managing
greenhorns. Now we owned it, what should we do
with it? I can’t make comparisons with what
happens in the UK, as our only experience is what
we’ve been up to in Brittany.
There are two agencies that we called on to give
us their help and advice for free. The Direction

“Our wooded patch is to
forestry what a window
box is to farming”

Stuart cut an
access ride
(above) during the
winter. Splitting
some sycamore
for some green
woodworking
(right) and a free
woodland visit
from the CRPF.
Gilles Pichard
(grey hair, below),
is teaching
woodland owners
how to analyse
soils

Départementale de l’Agriculture et de la Forêt
(DDAF) occupy themselves in the forming of policy
and policing of regulations. Private ownership of
woodland is extremely important in France – of
some 15 million hectares of woodland, three
quarters is privately owned – the raison d’être of the
Centre Régional de la Propriété Forestière (CRPF) is
to help and advise these private owners.
In short succession, we were visited by expert
forestiers Jean-Luc Eon (DDAF) and Laurent Girard
(CRPF) who both spent about half a day walking the
wood with us, discussing what had been planted,
the complete lack of any maintenance since then,
and what could be done to start knocking it into
shape. That they should both share their time and
effort so freely was impressive, given that our little
wooded patch is to forestry what a window box is
to farming.
Equally impressive was that these two guys, from
quite different organisations, were in close contact
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Harvesting wood with friends David and Sam and a borrowed tractor (above). Volunteer,
Liam (above right) has expertly felled a Corsican pine for the first thinning. Stuart has been
inoculating sycamores (right) with oyster mushroom mycelium

French help

and discussed our project between them:
bureaucratic efficiency, whatever next? And they
both shared an ecological bent and motivation that
reassured our permacultural ideals.
Jean-Luc brought with him an aerial photograph
of our wood and the news (announced with a
beaming smile) that the dossier of our wood – with
any attendant restrictions relating to subsidies given
to the previous owner – had been lost. Thus we
weren’t to be saddled with any constraints to our
management aspirations. French woodland is
subject to a number of codes (forestry, urban
planning, environment) and therefore the obligations
and restrictions are specific to a particular wood and
would certainly be worth investigating before buying.
Beware: your average estate agent is unlikely to
know much about the value or technicalities of such
a specialised purchase.

Subsidisies for woodland

Laurent Girard from CRPF
showing Stuart how to
remove low branches with a
pole saw. There are plenty of
free guides and a newsletter
for woodland owners
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Laurent turned up a week or so later and proposed
an EU subsidy (300€ per hectare) for the first, and
long overdue, thinning of a hectare of Corsican
pines, helping us fill out the paperwork. He visited
us a second time to spend another half a day
teaching us how to select trees to keep and mark
trees for felling.
He returned two years later to cast a
complimentary eye over the works. Although he had
already instructed us to trim off the side branches
up to a height of 6m with a pole saw, this had since
become subject of a new subsidy, so he filled out
the application forms at the same time as signing off
the original job: result! The first subsidy paid for our
invaluable ALKO LHS 5500 electric/hydraulic wood
splitter, and the second will be just as useful in
balancing the books.
The CRPF issue guides, publish newsletters and
run pedagogical woodland visits, all for free. This
year, I’ve been spent afternoons learning how to
observe and analyse soil types and understand their
potential for growing trees, how to balance forest
management with wild animals such as deer and
wild boar (on a 270ha estate surrounding a beautiful
château), and Gabrielle and I are looking forward to

a demonstration of le bardage à cheval (timber
extraction with heavy horses) in November.
The average value of French woodland rose by
37% between 2000 and 2006 despite a lowering of
the price of wood. However, as with all averages,
there are nuances to take into account: 4000€ per
hectare could rise to above 7500€ according to
location (more expensive closer to urban centres)
value of trees, potential of the land, possibility of
leasing hunting rights, and whether or not there is a
building on the land. A more recent phenomenon is
the separation of the markets of woodland for
production and that for leisure/wildlife. The latter has
seen a more rapid price rise. If you fancy buying
some woodland in France, I’d suggest contacting
the local branch of the CRPF to advise you before
committing to a purchase.
We feel very privileged to have our own woodland
just a cycle-ride away. Four years on and we still
haven’t caught up with the necessary maintenance
but are enjoying the process. The trees we have
didn’t turn out to be suitable for building timber but
the thinnings are keeping us, and our holidaycottage-for-rent, toasty warm over the winter
months, and it still makes us smile every time we go
for a walk in our woods!
Details Centre Régional de la Propriété Forestière
crpf.fr (in French). Stuart and Gabrielle live on a
permaculture smallholding in Brittany, Northern
France (permacultureinbrittany.blogspot.com,
brittanycountrygite.com).
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